‘The Bachelor’ Sean Lowe
Chooses His Bride-to-Be

By
Meghan Fitzgerald
This past Monday, The Bachelor hunk, Sean Lowe, proposed to
the goofy yet beautiful graphic designer, Catherine Giudici,
26. People reports that the last episode took place in
Thailand filled with romantic dates and the final two both
meeting Lowe’s parents. The emotional season came down to one
girl, Catherine. E! Online announced that very shortly after
Lowe proposed, Giudici jumped to Instagram to post a picture
of the 3 carat Neil Lane engagement ring. The couple have not
set a date, but plan on marrying very soon!
How do you know if your partner is ‘the one’?

Cupid’s Advice:
In many relationship cases, you may think ‘the one’ appears.
There are numerous ways to determine whether or not your
partner is ‘the one.’ Although this process can
be excruciating it is worth it in the end to determine if you
have found the person you will spend the rest of your life
with. Cupid has some advice on your partner being ‘the one’:
1. Love: Are you willing to jump in front of a bus for your
partner? Put aside the exaggeration, and focus on the things
you are willing to do for your partner because you love them.
Love is one of the easiest ways to determine if your partner
is ‘the one’ or not. Depending on what type of love it is, it
could be for the long haul. This ‘the one’ love needs to be
constant, painful, hopeful, passionate, frustrating love. It
needs to make you want to rip your hair out because you love
your mate so much.
2. Treats you right: It is necessary for you partner to treat
you right in general. It is especially important for your beau
to treat you like a princess if you consider him ‘the one.’
Ask yourself a few questions on how your partner treats you.
Do they kiss you gently, tell you how much you mean to them,
do they do chores, celebrate anniversaries
birthdays,
sacrifice their weekends for family events? You need to make
sure the relationship is filled will your mate treating you
more than right.
3. Makes you feel special: Does your mate make you feel like
you are the only one in their world? Do you see them as if
they’re the only one around? No matter the circumstance does
your beau make you feel special? Like you’re the luckiest
person in the world because you’re with them? If all the
answers to these are yes than you may have ‘the one’ on your
hands. Tie this rule in with the other one and determine if
you have found the love of your life!

How did you know your partner was ‘the one’? Share your
comments below!

